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1 Abstract 
To be able to verify that a cylinder head design meats the expectations a good test method is needed. 

The aim of this thesis is to determine the best way of testing with respect to validity, cost, time 

consumption, quantity of tested material and repeatability. The base of the new method is the current 

single head method and this have been expanded to the suit the cylinder head of a seven litre engine 

currently in production. In order to determine how many cylinders to test and the order of these 

simulations of fatigue have been performed. Comparing these different ways of testing was done with 

a comparison of the safety factor against fatigue in a reference case composed of the ignition sequence 

and 17 feasible test methods. From the simulation results two suitable test fixtures have been designed 

in Catia. A method composed of two phases of pulsation with cylinders 1, 3 and 5 in the first phase 

and 2, 4 and 6 in the second phase is suggested as test method. 
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2 Sammanfattning 
För kunna avgöra om ett cylinderhuvud lever upp till konstruktörens förväntningar behövs en god 

testmetod. Avsikten med detta examensarbete har varit att ta fram den bästa metoden med avseende 

på verklighetsriktiga resultat, kostnad, tidsåtgång, mängd testat material och repeterbarhet. 

Hörnstenen har i arbetet varit den nuvarande testmetoden för singelhuvuden som sedan expanderats 

för att hantera ett cylinderhuvud som tillhör en av dagens motorer med slagvolym på sju liter. För att 

bestämma hur många och i vilken ordning cylindrarna ska provas har beräkningar på utmattning 

utförts. Säkerhetsfaktorn mot utmattning mellan ett referensfall bestående av tändföljdssekvensen och 

17 andra tänkbara provningsfall har jämförts. Från dessa resultat har två olika varianter av testfixturer 

konstruerats i Catia. Som provmetod rekomenderas att cylindrarna delas in i två tryckfaser som 

trycksätts alternerande. Första tryckfasen består av cylindrarna 1-3-5 och i den andra ingår 

cylindrarna 2-4-6. 
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4 Introduction 
 

4.1 Background 

Scania is one of the premium brands of the commercial vehicle market in the world today. To stay 

competitive it is crucial to develop, test and simulate current and future products. The engine of a 

Scania is one of the more important reasons why customers are buying a Scania vehicle. To make the 

engines even better the current test method has to evolve to match the cylinder head and also improve 

the agreement with simulation and field experience. 

 

Cylinder head 

The cylinder head (or heads) of an engine serves many purposes. It has to contain the pressure during 

combustion, evacuate exhaust gases, allow fresh air to enter the combustion chamber and inject fuel. 

In order to do this a general cylinder head of a diesel engine has inlet and outlet passages for air and 

exhaust, coolant and oil passages, fuel injection system, valves and lifters, mounting for overhead 

camshaft or push rods and rocker arms and possibly cold start aids such as electric heater elements. 

A cut view of a diesel engine and cylinder head with most of this can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 – Cut view of a Scania 14-litre v8 diesel engine and cylinder head with direct fuel injection, 

original picture [1]. 
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The geometry of a head is important to give good economy and performance of an engine. The design 

of the inlet passages determines the volumetric efficiency and also the swirl of the incoming air. Swirl 

is important for distribution of the fuel spray from the fuel injector in the combustion chamber but it 

also decreases the volumetric efficiency. Good flow in the output passages is important since a 

restriction here will make the heat of the combustion to stay in the cylinder and entering the engine 

block instead of exiting through the exhaust system. If there is a good flow out of the cylinder the 

exhaust gases will have a higher temperature and thus the turbo charger can extract a higher amount 

of energy from these gases and the need for cooling is reduced. Due to the high temperatures during 

combustion there are cooling passages to keep the head from melting or distorting. These passages 

have to give good cooling but also clear the inlet and outlet passages as well as the oil passages for 

lubrication of the valve mechanism. A cylinder head usually have two or four valves per cylinder and 

in or close to the centre of the bore of the cylinder is the placement of the fuel injector. The valves 

seals the cylinder head at stages of the engine cycle and open them at other stages. The opening and 

closing is determined by the design of the camshaft. The camshaft is either placed on top of the head 

or in the engine block and opens the valves by pressing directly on the valve lifters or by pressing 

push rods that is in contact with rocker arms that pushes the valve lifters. For the ease of cold start 

there may be provisions for electric heat plugs in the head. 

 

All of these features make the geometry of the head a very complex component. The cyclic loading 

of the head due to the engine cycle and the complexness of the shape makes the head vulnerable for 

cracks. This is why there is a need for simulation and testing so that these cracks can be identified 

and the head design changed if needed. All cracks are not necessarily bad for the functionality of the 

engine since some cracks will stop growing. Those cracks who grows through the outer walls or 

between features such as oil and cooling passages is the important ones since leaks here will reduce 

the overall performance, give a bad effect on emissions and work environment around the engine and 

also there is a risk of engine failure with mixing of coolant and lubricant, [2]. 

 

Two point method 

At Scania the two point method is used in estimation of the fatigue limit of cylinder heads. The 

cylinder heads are tested in a hydropulse rig where oil pressure is pulsated in the combustion chamber 

to simulate the pressure cycle of combustion. Estimation of the fatigue limit at a set number of cycles 

N  has two phases, the initial phase and the two point phase, [3] and [4]. In the initial phase the fatigue 

limit is approached from a low value of loading and is then ramped up by a standard deviation 𝑠 for 

each succeeding test specimen until there is a failure of the test specimen. The magnitude of the 

standard deviation is estimated from previous knowledge of fatigue testing and is not known at this 

stage of testing. When a specimen has failed there is a reduction of the loading to a previous level 

until a new runout is achieved. Then the loading level is increased to a level where there are both 

runouts and failures. This level will now be the lower level 𝐴1 of the two point testing. The higher 

load level 2A  is determined from the probability of failure and the standard deviation of the level of

1A . An illustration of the initial phase and two point phase can be seen in Figure 2.   
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With these two levels testing can begin with the two point phase. The test specimen left is divided 

into two groups of test levels with similar quantity in each group. The difference between load level 

1A  and 2A  is usually 2/3 to 3/2 of the standard deviation of the fatigue limit. It is recommended that 

testing is performed at one test level at a time. This gives a possibility of changing the other test level 

if the results indicate a different fatigue limit then expected by the initial phase, [4]. 

 

Figure 2 – Illustration of the two point method, with the initial and the main phase of testing. 

Original illustration from [3]. 

 

When testing is complete the probabilities of fatigue at the set number of cycles is calculated for the 

two load levels with 

 
i i

i

i

n r
P

n


   (1) 

where iP  is the probability of failure, in  is the number of specimen, ir  is the number of runouts and 

the index i  is the level of loading, 1 or 2. It is desirable that the lower level gives a probability of 

failure lower or equal to 0.5 as well as a probability of failure higher or equal than 0.5 for the higher 

load level. If there is any probability that has the value 1 or 0 there is a need for correction of this 

probability, [3]. Corrections are made with  
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From the probabilities the linear normally distributed variable iY  can be calculated with 

  i iP Ф Y   (4) 

where Ф  is the cumulative normal distribution function with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 

1. From this the standard deviation of the test can be calculated with 

 
2 1

2 1

A A
s

Y Y





  (5) 

The median loading level (also the estimation of the fatigue limit) 50A  can be described by 

 50 1 1A A s Y     (6) 

The coefficient of variation V  R can be written as 

 
50

R

s
V

A
   (7) 

and can be seen as a relative standard deviation for which lower values indicate similar properties of 

the test specimen. After testing each cylinder head is cut into three parts to enable search for cracks 

with magnaflux inspection, [3]. This prohibits the reuse of test specimen commonly used in the initial 

phase [4]. The number of test specimen is important since a higher number of tests gives more 

accuracy in the estimation of the fatigue limit. This is due to the fact that the interval of confidence 

has a higher probability of containing this limit when a larger test series is performed as well as the 

length of the interval becomes shorter.  

 

Acceptance criteria 

The Scania acceptance criteria [5] is that no cracks through the cylinder head walls, other malfunction 

or leakage after 3 million cycles are allowed. Heads that do not fulfil this are considered as failures 

in the two point method. The median loading level 50A , here denoted 𝑃50 must fulfil the following. 

 
50

4

11
max minP SF P P     (8) 

where the term 
4

11
 is a correction factor that accounts for the mean stress since that the minimum 

pressure minP  is not negligible, SF   is a safety factor and maxP  is the designed maximum cylinder 

pressure during an engine cycle. The correction of the mean stress has to be changed if the material 

or/and the minimum pressure is changed. This is done with material data and a Haigh diagram [6]. 

The magnitude of the safety factor have been investigated since all of the cylinder heads today do not 

pass the acceptance criteria [5]. A safety factor of 1.5 has been suggested to make it possible to pass 

the acceptance criteria and give a better agreement between simulation, testing and field experiences 

[7]. This is also indicated by the field tests that have not showed any problems with the cylinder heads 

and high cycle fatigue.  
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4.2 Problem description and purpose 

A new test method is needed for the cylinder head of the Scania 7 litre inline 6 cylinder engine seen 

in Figure 3. Testing of a cylinder head for a 6 cylinder engine is difficult since it’s not trivial which 

cylinders to test and in which order. The aim of this work is to determine the strategy of testing with 

regards to time consumption of performing a test, realistic outcome compared to a real engine life 

cycle, cost and repeatability. When this is determined corresponding test fixtures are to be designed. 

 

 

Figure 3 - Scania 7 litre inline 6 cylinder engine. 

4.3 Methods 

The work is divided into three parts. The first part consists of a literature study and performing the 

current cylinder head test method. Second part consists of simulating different strategies of testing 

with FEM modelling and fatigue analysis. Post-processing of the results is performed to determine 

suitable test methods. Third part consists of designing new test fixtures with Catia that is appropriate 

for the most suitable test methods. 

 

4.4 Delimitations 

The influence of the fixture on the test results is assumed to be low but this is not investigated. The 

influence of variation of maximum pressure in the combustion chamber on the final methods are not 

investigated. Thermal fatigue is not accounted for, only fatigue from pressure changes is calculated.  
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5 Current cylinder head testing 

5.1 Fixtures 

At Scania the current cylinder heads are tested in the hydropulse rig. Two different fixtures can be 

used to set up the hydropulse rig. The first and most simple type can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 

7. The main advantage of this fixture is the simplicity of the design, other advantages are short oil 

channels that keep the total oil volume low and the possibility to drain the cylinder head screw holes 

when the engine block is rotated if needed. The drawback is the extra work needed to remove the 

pressure amplifier in order to revolve the engine block to allow for cylinder head change.  

 

The main advantage of the second type is that both the cylinder head and the pressure amplifier is on 

top of the engine block, see Figure 5. This makes a cylinder head change consume less time. The 

drawbacks are a more complex fixture with long and narrow oil channels that is expensive to 

fabricate, higher volume of oil due to longer oil channels and a more time consuming draining of the 

cylinder head screw holes. 

 

 

Figure 4 – External view of the current hydropulse rig with the first type of fixture when set up for 

testing of cylinder heads. Notice the cylinder head in the bottom of the picture and the axis of rotation 

of the engine block. 
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Figure 5 - Second type of cylinder head testing fixture, pressure amplifier block and engine block not 

shown here. Note the right spacer which is intended to transfer oil pressure from the pressure 

amplifier at the top of the engine block down to the main bearing attachment and up to the cylinder 

head. This gives the advantage of having the cylinder head and pressure amplifier on top of the engine 

block and thus a smoother cylinder head change can be performed.  

 

5.2 Hydropulse test 

The hydropulse test applies pulsating oil pressure with constant amplitude to the combustion chamber 

of the cylinder head that covers one cylinder bore. During operation the oil pressure will usually 

pulsate at a frequency of roughly 13 Hz. Due to practical reasons of stable operation there is a 

minimum system pressure of 5 bar. See Figure 6 for a schematic diagram of pulsations with constant 

amplitude. 

 

Oil channels in the parts of the rig allows the pressure to spread from the pressure amplifier to the 

combustion chamber. Both of the fixture types can be used and both include engine block, dummy 

piston, dummy piston spacer, main bearing attachment, pressure amplifier block and pressure 

amplifier with control valves and pressure sensors. These parts are bolted together and sealed with 

rubber O-rings to achieve a leak free fixture, main parts and a cut view principal sketch of the first 

type of fixture can be seen in Figure 7, [8]. The cylinder head is mounted on top of the engine block 

with cylinder head gasket and cylinder head screws that are tightened to the specified torque for the 

engine type.  
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Figure 6 – Pulses with constant amplitude between the minimum and the maximum pressure level.  

 

 

Figure 7 – To the right a principle sketch of a complete hydropulse rig of the first fixture type 

including engine block and cylinder liners when set up for testing of cylinder heads can be seen, [8]. To 

the left the main parts of both fixture types can be seen. Main parts are, 1 pressure amplifier, 2 

pressure amplifier block, 3 main bearing attachment, 4 dummy piston spacer and 5 dummy piston.  
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When a cylinder head is removed there is a risk of oil seeping down in the cylinder head screw holes 

on the engine block. It is important to remove as much oil as possible before mounting the succeeding 

cylinder head since the specified torque may not be achieved otherwise. The test object is monitored 

for cracks via the hydraulic pressure. When there is a crack the pressure amplifier will have 

difficulties to stay within the limits.  

 

After three million cycles the cylinder head is removed and the valves and freeze plugs are discarded 

before cutting the cylinder head into three pieces. The cutting allows for a good view of the inside 

areas of the cylinder head. Magnaflux treatment of the cylinder makes any existing crack stand out 

under ultra violet light. Cutting also allows for determining if the crack is on the surface or if it is 

through the material to the next surface. In Figure 8 a crack through the material can be seen. The 

method has a good repeatability and the choice of test cell is not crucial for the result [9].    

 

 

Figure 8 – A crack through the material treated with magnaflux and illuminated with ultra violet 

light. 

5.3 Test results 

The current test method was used on 10 cylinder heads to determine the fatigue limit of that particular 

batch, [10]. The cylinder heads were evaluated with the two-point method and the fatigue limit was 

estimated to 199.9 bar, the results can be seen in Table 1. The fatigue limit is very close to the 

acceptance criteria of 200 bar. The test protocol can be seen in Figure 40 in Appendix A. 

 

Table 1 – Test results of the current method, [10]. 

maxP  Through crack Run-out Sum 

Low level 0 5 5 

High level 4 1 5 
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6 Test cases – DW cylinder head 
Different test sequences could be used in hydropulse testing of a slab type cylinder head since there 

is a possibility of selecting a number of cylinders to pressurize and the positions of these arbitrary. 

This is not possible with a current cylinder head since it only covers one cylinder.  

 

The 18 test cases in Table 2 are evaluated with experiences from current testing, simulation and CAD 

modelling in the following chapters. The test cases are composed of different phases in which one or 

more cylinders can be pressurized simultaneously. Some of the test cases are intended to test the 

whole cylinder head (test cases 1-3, 18) while others focus on testing partitions or certain cylinder 

walls of the cylinder head. The first test case is used as a reference case in the simulations and has 

the ignition sequence 1-5-3-6-2-4. It has six phases with one cylinder per phase. The complete test 

sequence of test case 1 can be seen in Figure 9. Test sequence of test case 14 and 18 can be seen in 

Figure 10 and Figure 11 respectively.  
 

Table 2 – Different test cases with tested cylinders and load steps, number of phases and if the 

complete cylinder head is tested. The symbols “–“ corresponds to “and” and “/” corresponds to a 

separation between different pressure phases. Test case 1 is used as the reference case.  

Test case number Cylinders and load steps Number of phases Complete cylinder head test 

1 1/2/3/4/5/6 6 Yes 

2 1-3-5/2-4-6 2 Yes 

3 1-2-3-4-5-6 1 Yes 

4 1-3-5 1 No 

5 2-4-6 1 No 

6 1-4 1 No 

7 2-5 1 No 

8 3-6 1 No 

9 ½ 2 No 

10 2/3 2 No 

11 ¾ 2 No 

12 4/5 2 No 

13 5/6 2 No 

14 1/2/3 3 No 

15 2/3/4 3 No 

16 3/4/5 3 No 

17 4/5/6 3 No 

18 1-4/2-5/3-6 3 Yes 
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Figure 9 – Test sequence of test case 1, also used as the reference in the simulations. This test case has 

six phases of pulses. Each colour of the graph corresponds to a specific phase. In every phase one 

cylinder is pressurized. 

 

Figure 10 – Test sequence of test case 14. This case has three phases corresponding to the colour in the 

graph. Each phase pressurizes one cylinder. 
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Figure 11  – Test sequence of test case 18. This case has three phases corresponding to the colour in the 

graph. Each phase pressurizes two cylinders. 

 

Graphical representations of test cases 1-5 can be seen in Figure 12, test cases 6-8 and 18 can be seen 

in Figure 13 and test cases 9-17 can be seen in Figure 14. A complete test cycle for each test case 

consists of all the phases in the test case. This cycle is then repeated 3 million times to form the 

complete fatigue test.  

 

 

Figure 12 – Different test cases can be set up with cylinders that are either red, yellow or both colours 

and consist of one or more phases. Test case 1 is composed of 6 phases of pulsations with one cylinder 

per phase. Test case 2 consists of 2 phases with red cylinders in one phase and yellow in the other 

phase. Test case 3 is composed of one phase with all cylinders. Test case 4 and 5 consists of one phase 

with the red cylinders and the yellow cylinders respectively.  
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Figure 13 - Different test cases can be set up with cylinders that are either red, yellow, blue, two or 

three colours and consist of one or more phases. Test cases 6, 7 and 8 consist of 1 phase with yellow, 

red, blue cylinders respectively. Test case 18 is composed of 3 phases with yellow cylinders in one 

phase, red cylinders in the next phase and blue cylinders in the last phase. 

 

 

Figure 14 - Different test cases can be set up with cylinders that are either red, yellow, blue, two or 

three colours and consist of one or more phases. Test cases 9-13 consist of 2 phases where one phase is 

the yellow cylinder and the other phase is the red cylinder. The positions of the colours of the cylinders 

correspond to test case 9, an increase of test case number is accompanied with a shift of starting 

cylinder with the colour yellow to the right with the same number as the increase of test case number. 

Test cases 14-17 is composed of 3 phases where the first phase is the yellow cylinder, the second is the 

red cylinder and the third is the blue cylinder. The current colour pattern corresponds to test case 14. 

The other test cases are shifted to the right with as many cylinders as the increase of test case number.   
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7 Simulations 

7.1 Model 

From the engine calculation group NMBS at Scania a model with engine block, cylinder head, 6 

cylinder liners and 38 screws is used as a base for the simulations and have previously been used to 

determine the influence of sequential loading in multiple cylinders [11]. In Figure 15 the model except 

the engine block can be seen. The model is adapted with HyperMesh to make the model more suitable 

for simulations of the test cases. The adaption includes a cylinder head change to the latest design, 

safety factor change from 1.6 to 1.5 and alteration of the loading steps to accommodate different 

loading scenarios that are appropriate as test methods. 

 

 

Figure 15 – Assembly of model with cylinder head, screws and cylinder liners, engine block not shown. 

The cylinders can be pressurized in any configuration and in different load steps. For instance 

pressurization of the cylinders 1, 3 and 5 can be in one load step and the cylinders 2, 4 and 6 in 

another. The total number of load steps in the model is changed to 13 from the original 7, a description 

of these load steps can be seen in Table 3. The first load step of an analysis is the pretension of the 

cylinder head screws to 130 kN. The pretension is kept in the succeeding load steps and pressure is 

added on the underside of the cylinder head in the desired cylinders in as many load steps needed. 

For the ease of computations the valves of the cylinder head are accounted for with pressure on the 

valve seats corresponding to the size of the valves and the pressure in the combustion chamber. With 

the safety factor of 1.5 and the designed maximum pressure maxP  of 250 bar the pressure used in the 

simulations are converted from the values corresponding to a safety factor of 1.6 used in the original 

model. The converted values can be seen in Table 4 and the corresponding surfaces where these 

pressures act can be seen in Figure 16. 
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Table 3 – Description of the load steps in the model 

1 Pretension of cylinder head bolts 

2 Pressure in all cylinders + load step 1 

3 Pressure in cylinder 1 + load step 1 

4 Pressure in cylinder 2 + load step 1 

5 Pressure in cylinder 3 + load step 1 

6 Pressure in cylinder 4 + load step 1 

7 Pressure in cylinder 5 + load step 1 

8 Pressure in cylinder 6 + load step 1 

9 Pressure in cylinder 1,3 and 5 + load step 1 

10 Pressure in cylinder 2,4 and 6 + load step 1 

11 Pressure in cylinder 1 and 4 + load step 1 

12 Pressure in cylinder 2 and 5 + load step 1 

13 Pressure in cylinder 3 and 6 + load step 1 

 

Table 4 – Pressure from the model with safety factor of 1.6 and the converted values with safety factor 

1.5. 

Safety factor 1.6 1.5 

Cylinder pressure [bar] 400 375 

Exhaust valve pressure [bar] 97.3 94.6875 

Intake valve pressure [bar] 139.4 134.15625 

 

 

Figure 16 – Surfaces on the bottom of the cylinder head. Red is the surface that is in contact with the 

engine block and cylinder liners, purple is the surface where the cylinder pressure acts, cyan is the 

exhaust valve seats and yellow is the intake valve seats. 
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The mesh is very fine in the cylinder head with element size in the order of 3.4 mm but coarser in 

other parts such as engine block and cylinder liners where the element size in some cases are up to 

40 mm. This is not a problem since the main focus area is the cylinder head. The mesh of the cylinder 

head from an outside view can be seen in Figure 17. Mesh convergence is not investigated since the 

total runtime of a simulation with all 13 load steps on the Abaqus cluster at Scania with 64 cores takes 

roughly 3 days and 10 hours. The model is assumed to have a correct mesh size since it is used at 

NMBS regularly. The model is meshed with the Abaqus element C3D10M which is a solid modified 

10-node second-order tetrahedral element good with triangular mesh and contact problems. This is 

appropriate since a good mesh is hard to perform without triangles due to the complexity of the 

geometry. The material model is elastic isotropic with Scania GJL300 material properties that is a 

grey cast iron. This is used for the cylinder head, engine block and cylinder liners. Regular steel is 

used for the screws with an E-modulus of 208 GPa and a poisson’s ratio of 0.3. Boundary conditions 

consists of fixation of the main bearing surfaces. Between parts contact is used with a friction 

coefficient of 0.15 except between the threads on the screws and engine block, underside of screw 

heads and cylinder head and between engine block and sleeves where a tied contact is used. The 

model is exported from HyperMesh to the cluster and solved with Abaqus 6.14-2 and non-linear 

solver. The properties used in the model can be seen in Table 5.  

 

 

Figure 17 – Mesh of the cylinder head. Mesh size is very fine with element size in the order of 3.4 mm. 

 

Table 5 – Properties used in the simulations 

Element type C3D10M 

Material model except screws Scania GJL300 

E-modulus screws 208 GPa 

Poisson’s ratio screws 0.3 

Friction coefficient  0.15 
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7.2 FEMFAT estimation of safety factors 

Modelling 

FEMFAT is used to evaluate fatigue based on stresses calculated in an external FEM software such 

as Abaqus. The result file from the cluster is imported into FEMFAT and the settings used are 

according to the current NMBS-method for virtual hydropulse simulation of cylinder heads [12]. The 

material data used is Scania GG-25_FKM2002.ffd (GJL-250) which is a grey iron with tensile 

strength of 250 MPa. This is lower than the typical tensile strength of a cylinder head material but 

has proven to have a similar fatigue limit [12].  

 

In order to have multiple load steps in FEMFAT the TransMAX module is used. This module gives 

a possibility to calculate for instance the safety factor in every node for several transient loads. In 

TransMAX the test cases are composed of load steps selected from the result file. Each run of 

FEMFAT corresponds to one test case.  

 

The calculated safety factor in FEMFAT is different from the safety factor used in the loading of the 

model. FEMFAT calculates a safety factor with respect to the used pressure in the model. This 

pressure is the designed maximum pressure scaled with the safety factor with respect to the loading. 

This implies that a safety factor of one in FEMFAT corresponds to a safety factor of 1.5 with respect 

to the loading. 

 

Selection of load steps in FEMFAT is crucial for a correct output. If load case is selected in a way 

that gives “inc. last” instead of “inc. 1” more load steps than one per desired load step will be used in 

the simulation. A correct view of the selection can be seen in Figure 18. To keep the results from 

FEMFAT in the same model (and thus allowing for easy manipulation of the results from different 

FEMFAT calculations in Abaqus) the output file from one calculation in used as input file for the 

next FEMFAT calculation. In this way the next data set is appended to the result file. 

 

 

Figure 18 – Selection of load steps in FEMFAT TransMAX, note the syntax in the load case column. 

That is important for a correct output. 
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Results 

In the reference case composed of the ignition sequence the safety factor in FEMFAT is higher than 

one in more than 99.94 % of the cylinder head. The percentage distribution of the safety factor can 

be seen in Figure 19. From this distribution and how the location of areas with low safety factors are 

placed it is clear that there exists certain areas that have a higher risk of fatigue. How the safety factor 

is distributed on the geometry can be seen in Figure 20. From this figure it is clear that the inside of 

the bottom half of the cylinder head is the most interesting with respect to fatigue. For a better view 

of the critical areas in this part a zoom in can be seen in Figure 21. These critical areas repeat over 

the length of the cylinder head and are the most probable to initiate a fatigue crack. 

 

 

Figure 19 – Percentage distribution of safety factors in the cylinder head in the reference case from a 

FEMFAT calculation. Safety factor 1 in FEMFAT corresponds to a safety factor of 1.5 of the loading. 
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Figure 20 – Subplots over safety factor in the reference case. 1 bottom view, 2 top view, 3 top half seen 

from bellow with bottom half removed and 4 bottom half seen from the top with the top half removed. 

Safety factor lower than one in some areas can be seen in subplot 4, zoom in of these areas can be seen 

in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21 – Safety factor zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head with a view from the top in 

the reference case. The yellow and reddish areas are the most probable for fatigue crack initiation. 

These areas repeat between cylinders. 

 

Other test cases yields slightly different results. Test cases 4-8 gives a higher safety factor than the 

reference since the neighbouring cylinders are not pressurized, test case 4 can be seen in Figure 22. 

Test cases 9-17 that have a sequential loading gives a better correspondence to the reference case 

within the area between the two centres of the outer cylinder bores in the sequence, test case 11 can 

be seen in Figure 23. The test case 2, 3 and 18 gives a similar pattern as the reference but with different 

magnitude of the safety factor in some areas, this can be seen in Figure 24, Figure 25 and Figure 26 

respectively. The different test cases in Table 2 can be divided into five different categories with 

respect to the outcome above. The first test case is the reference case and is therefore not assigned a 

category number. In Table 6 all test cases and their category number can be seen.  
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Figure 22 – Safety factor zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head with a view from the top in 

test case 4. The yellow and reddish areas are the most probable for fatigue crack initiation but have a 

higher safety factor than the reference case. These areas repeats with the pattern of pressurization in 

the test case. 
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Figure 23 - Safety factor zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head with a view from the top in 

test case 11. The yellow and reddish areas are the most probable for fatigue crack initiation but have a 

higher safety factor than the reference case. These areas repeats with the pattern of pressurization in 

the test case. 
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Figure 24 - Safety factor zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head with a view from the top in 

test case 2. The yellow and reddish areas are the most probable for fatigue crack initiation.  
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Figure 25 - Safety factor zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head with a view from the top in 

test case 3. The yellow and reddish areas are the most probable for fatigue crack initiation.  
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Figure 26 - Safety factor zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head with a view from the top in 

test case 18. The yellow and reddish areas are the most probable for fatigue crack initiation. 
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Table 6 – Test cases and their category number corresponding to the type of result from the 

simulations. Test case number one is used as the reference case and is therefore not assigned a 

category number. The symbols “–“ corresponds to “and” and “/” corresponds to a separation between 

different pressure phases.  

Test case number Cylinders and load steps Category 

1 1/2/3/4/5/6 Reference case 

2 1-3-5/2-4-6 3 

3 1-2-3-4-5-6 5 

4 1-3-5 1 

5 2-4-6 1 

6 1-4 1 

7 2-5 1 

8 3-6 1 

9 1/2 2 

10 2/3 2 

11 3/4 2 

12 4/5 2 

13 5/6 2 

14 1/2/3 2 

15 2/3/4 2 

16 3/4/5 2 

17 4/5/6 2 

18 1-4/2-5/3-6 4 
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7.3 Abaqus post-processing 

Modelling 

The result file from FEMFAT is imported into Abaqus viewer. In the viewer custom data sets can be 

created from existing ones with the create field output tool. More advanced field outputs can be 

created with Python scripts executed by Abaqus. For a better comparison between FEMFAT results 

a Python script that sets every value of the FEMFAT safety factor FEMFATSF  above 1 to 1 is written 

according to (9) where modSF  is the modified FEMFAT safety factor, this script can be seen in 

Appendix B.  

 

 
mod

1 1

1

FEMFAT

FEMFAT FEMFAT

SF
SF

SF SF


 


  (9) 

 

With the choice of 1 as a breaking point corresponds to evaluating all nodes that are below the 

acceptance criteria.  Comparing the modified data from FEMFAT is performed with creation of field 

outputs within the Python script according to 

 

 
mod,

mod,ref

1 100
i

i

SF
Field

SF

 
    
 

  (10) 

where the mod,refSF  is the modified safety factor calculated in FEMFAT in the reference case,  mod,iSF  

is the modified FEMFAT safety factor in the test case i . The result is a measure of the relative 

difference in percent and is plotted on the geometry of the cylinder head. For better view of the 

interesting areas of the cylinder head a view cut is performed in the middle of the cylinder head in 

the thickness direction. This exposes the internal surfaces of the water channels inside the cylinder 

head. This cut could also be performed with two cuts corresponding to the method of crack detection 

currently used but yields no extra information from the simulation. 
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Results 

Comparing results from the Abaqus executed Python script shows that the critical areas of the 

reference case are where the different test cases also differ the most. Negative relative difference 

indicates a tougher testing compared to the reference case and vice versa. Parts of the cylinder head 

that is not in the close proximity of a pressurized cylinder during the simulation have a large 

difference from the reference case that in some cases reaches 50%. The five different categories in 

Table 6 have different properties of the relative difference from the reference case. The relative 

difference for each category can be seen in Table 7. 

 

Table 7 – Categories of test cases and the corresponding relative difference from the reference case. 

Category Relative difference in intended test area Test case number 

1 49% 4 - 8 

2 ~ 0% 9 - 17 

3 -2.5% - 12% 2 

4 -3% - 8% 18 

5 -20% - 50% 3 

 

An example of a first category result can be seen in Figure 27 where the relative difference compared 

to the reference in test case 5 is zoomed in on cylinder 4. In this category the maximum difference in 

the unpressurized cylinders is as high as 49% but in the pressurized cylinders the maximum difference 

is 25%. 

 

Second category example of the results can be seen in Figure 28 where the relative difference 

compared to the reference in test case 12 is zoomed in on cylinders 4 and 5. This category has a very 

good correspondence to the reference case between the centres of the outer cylinders in the sequence. 

Outside of this area the difference is higher and is up to 49% in the neighbouring cylinders. 

 

Third category results can be seen in Figure 29 where the relative difference compared to the reference 

in test case 2 is zoomed in on cylinder 4. This category has a maximum difference of 12% but also 

have a negative difference of 2.5%. 

 

Fourth category results can be seen in Figure 30 where the relative difference compared to the 

reference in test case 18 is zoomed in on cylinders 3 and 4. This category has a maximum difference 

of 8% but also have a negative difference of 3%. 

 

Fifth category results can be seen in Figure 31 and Figure 32 where the relative difference compared 

to the reference in test case 2 is zoomed in on cylinder 4. This category has major differences from 

the reference case. Not only a positive difference of 50% but also a negative difference of 20%.   
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Figure 27 – Relative difference of cylinder 4. Zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head with a 

view from the top in test case 5. In the worst spot in cylinder 4 there is a difference of 25% compared 

to the reference case. The difference is positive which means that the test case is gentler on the cylinder 

head than the reference case. 
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Figure 28 – Relative difference of cylinder 4 and 5. Zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head 

with a view from the top in test case 12. Correspondence to the reference case between the center of 

cylinder 4 to center of cylinder 5 is good. Outside of this area the difference is significantly higher. 
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Figure 29 – Relative difference of cylinder 4. Zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head with a 

view from the top in test case 2. In the worst spot of the cylinder head there is a difference of 12% 

compared to the reference case. There are also areas where the relative error is as low as minus 2.5%. 

These negative values indicates that the test case is a little bit rougher on the cylinder head than the 

reference case. 
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Figure 30 – Relative difference of cylinders 3 and 4. Zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head 

with a view from the top in test case 18. In the worst spot of the cylinder head there is a difference of 

8% compared to the reference case. There are also areas where the relative error is as low as minus 

3%. These negative values indicates that the test case is a little bit rougher on the cylinder head than 

the reference case in some areas. 
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Figure 31 – Relative difference of cylinder 4. Zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head with a 

view from the top in test case 3. The difference from the reference case is large and up to 50% in the 

worst spot. It is also positive which indicates a gentler test method compared to the reference case. 
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Figure 32 – Relative difference of cylinder 4. Zoom in on the bottom half of the cylinder head with a 

view from the bottom in test case 3. One big difference from the other test cases is the tougher loading 

between the cylinders on the underside of the cylinder head where there is a difference as low as minus 

30%. 
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8 New fixture concepts 

8.1 Fixture concepts 

From Table 7 it is clear that test cases within category 2, 3 and 4 gives the best test results. This means 

that two or three phases are needed to perform a test with good results. Since pressure amplifiers are 

highly expensive and that a three phase fixture is highly complex the decision is made to limit the 

number of phases to two. Hence there is no fixture designed for the fourth category and the 

corresponding test case 18. 

 

Two phases is also a good choice since there already exists a control system that can perform this 

with two pressure amplifiers. The big drawback is that there have been problems with the frequency 

of the pulses. For stable operation the frequency is limited to roughly 2-3 Hz due to disturbances 

between the two pressure amplifiers [9]. This extends the total test time from the current three days 

to a test time between 13 and 20 days. To take advantage of the existing two phase system a new 

amplifier foot is designed in Catia. This foot also called a “twin pressure amplifier block” and is made 

to accommodate two pressure amplifiers along with a double set up of pressure sensors, spool valves, 

in and out oil hoses. The total weight of the new pressure amplifier block when made of steel is 88 

kg and the design can be seen in Figure 33. The new pressure amplifier foot has the same bolt pattern 

as the cylinder head and this allows for engine block testing without the need of foot change.  

 

Figure 33 – Twin pressure amplifier block with provision for two pressure amplifiers, pressure 

sensors, spool valves and in and out oil hoses. Total weight of the part is 88 kg. Bolt pattern matches 

the cylinder head. Thus it can also perform block testing.  

 

Since there are similarities of the previous engine platforms with respect to the stroke and bore the 

design of the dummy piston and dummy piston spacer is left unchanged. This allows for 

interchangeable parts with previous test fixtures and can be of great importance if there is a need for 

quick replacement due to wear or damage.  

 

To make a complete test fixture a main bearing attachment is needed. Since the attachment determines 

the test case it can perform there are two attachments designed. Both attachments have six dummy 

pistons and dummy piston spacers. This allows for testing of different areas of the cylinder head 

without the need for removal of the cylinder head when there is a need for a change of test area. With 

the already existing design of the dummy piston and the dummy piston spacer the total weight of the 

new fixture when made of steel is roughly 500kg. This is with the pressure amplifiers excluded. 
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8.2 Main bearing attachment  

First attachment type 

This type of attachment is designed to perform category 2 test cases and especially 9 – 13 with the 

twin pressure amplifier block. It can also perform test cases 14 – 17 if a pressure amplifier block is 

made with provision for three pressure amplifiers. Each test case is achieved by mounting the pressure 

amplifier block on the main bearing attachment at a location that pressurizes the intended cylinders. 

In Figure 34 the complete fixture can be seen as well as the mounting location that allow for testing 

of the third and fourth cylinders in test case 11. Oil pressure propagates from the pressure amplifiers 

down through the twin pressure amplifier block, straight through the attachment in the oil channels, 

dummy piston, dummy piston spacer and pressurizes the combustion chamber in the same fashion as 

the current fixture. The main difference is the two pressure amplifiers and the possibility of deciding 

which cylinders to test. The straight through oil channels and the repeating pattern of these that allow 

for multiple mounting locations can be seen in Figure 35. The weight of this type of main bearing 

attachment when made of steel is 266 kg. 

 

 

Figure 34 – First type of main bearing attachment, here shown in pink with a weight of 266 kg. Here it 

is set up to pressurize the third and fourth cylinders in test case 11. Other cylinders can be pressurized 

if the twin pressure amplifier block is mounted in a different position. Pressure amplifiers are 

mounted at the six-hole flanges near the red numbers. The pressure amplifier mounted at the red one 

pressurizes the cylinder at the blue one. The second pressure amplifier is connected to the 

corresponding cylinder in the same manor. 
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Figure 35 – The straight through oil channels that connect the pressure amplifiers with the cylinders 

can be seen within the red box. The pattern of the oil channels repeat in order to allow for multiple 

mounting locations of the pressure amplifier block.  

 

Second attachment type 

The second attachment is designed to perform the third category test case (which is the test case 2) 

with two pressure amplifiers. It can also perform test case 3 if these are run simultaneously or test 

case 4 and 5 if only one is used. Oil channels in the attachment connects every other cylinder to one 

pressure amplifier in the twin pressure amplifier block. The cylinders 1, 3 and 5 are connected to one 

pressure amplifier and the other cylinders to the second pressure amplifier. 

 

The oil channels are divided into top and bottom level to ensure a good separation between the two 

different phases of test case 2. The top level channels can be seen in Figure 36 and the bottom level 

channels in Figure 37. Oil pressure propagates from the pressure amplifier down to the top level and 

spreads out to the other cylinder in the same circuit and pressurizes the combustion chamber. Oil 

pressure then propagates up through the bottom level and is collected in two channels (one per phase) 

where the pressure sensor and refill check valve are located, the mounting places for these and the 

complete fixture mounted in the engine block can be seen in Figure 38.  

 

The second type of main bearing attachment can be seen in Figure 39. The weight is 263 kg but will 

increase when the internal oil channels are plugged to ensure a leak free fixture.  

 

 

 

Figure 36 – Top level oil channels that connect the pressure amplifiers with the corresponding 

cylinders. Yellow features are to be blocked off with plugs to ensure a leak free fixture. 
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Figure 37 – Bottom level oil channels that connect the cylinders with the corresponding pressure 

sender and refill check valve. Yellow features are to be blocked off with plugs to ensure a leak free 

fixture. 

 

 

 

Figure 38 – Complete fixture with second type of main bearing attachment mounted in a 

corresponding engine block. The four yellow holes, two on the right and two on the left are for 

pressure senders and refill check valve with hose. These holes go down and connect with the channels 

on the bottom level. Also note the cut out on the main bearing attachment, this is to allow for mounting 

in the engine block and is included in both types of main bearing attachment.  
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Figure 39 – Second type of main bearing attachment, here shown in pink with a weight of 263kg. The 

two pressure amplifiers are mounted below at the red numbers. The pressure amplifier mounted at 

number one pressurizes the cylinders with the blue number one. The blue number two cylinders are 

coupled in the same manor.  
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9 Disscusion  
The positive aspect of the current test method is that it is straightforward and simple. This is good for 

repeatability of the method. The new test method will become more complicated with a higher risk 

of complications with the test fixture and the control systems. Cutting the cylinder head into three 

parts is a good way to detect through material cracks. It is therefore recommended to continue this in 

the new test method. 

 

9.1 Model 

The main drawback of the model is the high number of elements. This is time consuming but it only 

needs to be calculated once since FEMFAT can combine different solutions to create different test 

cases. This is very good since there is no need to clog up the computational cluster with similar 

calculations.  

 

The safety factor calculated in FEMFAT differs a lot between the test cases. This is expected since 

the test cases have a different pressure sequence compared to the ignition sequence in the reference 

case. Viewing and comparing the plots over the safety factor is not a good way to determine the test 

method. It is possible to group test cases into categories by the result but it is not possible to draw any 

conclusions about the suitability of the test cases based on how the fatigue data differs between the 

test cases and the reference case. 

 

The post-processing of the fatigue data makes it possible to compare the test cases where the 

difference is important. Differences in the safety factor where there is no risk of fatigue is not relevant 

and is discarded in the post-processing. This is the key to comparing test cases and without it there is 

no practical way of comparing how well they mimic the reference case.  

 

9.2 Simulation results 

The purpose is to find a test method that has the lowest relative difference to the reference case. From 

the results it is clear that at least 2 phases are needed to perform a test on the cylinder head. This 

means that the first and fifth category of test cases can be discarded as test methods. The other three 

categories are interesting since the worst one has differences of up to 12% which is acceptable. The 

fourth category is dismissed due to the complexity of the fixture, the cost of three pressure amplifiers 

and also since there is not enough difference from the third category to motivate a set up using three 

phases. This leaves the second and third categories as possible test methods. 

 

If the cylinder head is improved this will probably affect the areas with the lowest safety factor which 

also are the areas where the test cases differ from the reference. Improvement here may affect how 

much difference there are between the test cases. In the best case the difference may be negligible 

and then the test method doesn’t affect the results. This is good to keep in mind if the cylinder head 

is modified. 
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9.3 Selecting method 

There may not exist a test strategy that is best in all aspects. Depending on the desired outcome of a 

test different compromises are needed. Validity, cost, time consumption, quantity of tested material 

and repeatability all are important but some of these are contradictory. For instance a high validity 

affects the cost and the time consumption in a negative manor. 

 

The decision is between the second and the third category of test cases. In terms of validity the second 

category is preferable since it has the lowest relative difference from the reference case. The third 

category has an acceptable level of validity. The main difference in cost between the two categories 

is the manufacturing cost. The second type of main bearing attachment corresponding to the third 

category is more complex and is therefore more expensive. The difference in time consumption is 

assumed low since both categories uses two phases.  

 

When it comes to the quantity of tested material the third category is far superior to the second. This 

is due to the fact that the entire cylinder head is tested when only a partition of the cylinder head is 

tested with the second category. Both categories are assumed to have the same repeatability as the 

current method. In Table 8 the pros and cons of both categories can be seen. 

 

Table 8 – Pros and cons of category 2 and 3. 

Category 2 3 

Validity Good Acceptable 

Cost Initially lower Initially higher 

Time consumption No major difference No major difference 

Quantity of tested material Small volume Entire cylinder head 

Repeatability Good Good 

 

Based on this the recommendation is to use the third category and the corresponding test case 2 as a 

test method since it can test the whole cylinder head in one go, time consumption per head is lower 

due to the previous and the validity is acceptable.   
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10 Future work  
The need for higher testing frequency is the most important area of future work. Decreasing test time 

has a huge impact on the running cost and the number of tested cylinder heads. This is probably done 

with an upgrade of the hydraulic system that runs the pressure amplifiers. 

 

Decrease the number of pressure amplifiers from two to one with a valve system that switches 

between the phases in the pulsations. This increases the number of available test cells and decreases 

the overall test time or allows for different tests to be run at the same time in a neighbour test cell. 

The main concern about a valve system is the risk of fatigue of the valve itself during the hundreds 

of millions of cycles required at high pressures. The valve also needs to be able to shift the flow 

direction of the hydraulic fluid quick to enable a high test frequency.    

 

 

11 Conclutions 
 At least two different phases of pulsation is needed to achieve good results. 

 Test case 2 is recommended due to the ability to test the whole cylinder 

head in one go with reasonable validity compared to the reference case. 

 Increasing the frequency of the test method is needed. 

 Change of cylinder head design may affect the validity of the method. 
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13 Appendix A – Test protocol  

 

Figure 40 – Test protocol of 10 cylinder heads tested with the current test method. 
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14 Appendix B – Python code 
#!/usr/bin/python 
# Erik Nylander 2015-05-05 
 
# Import Abaqus modules 
import abaqusExceptions 
from abaqusConstants import * 
from odbAccess import * 
import displayGroupOdbToolset as dgo 
 
 
Load_steps=['FEMFAT 5.0d - M 1. Run','FEMFAT Results - 7. Run','FEMFAT Results - 5. 
Run','FEMFAT 5.0d - M 4. Run','FEMFAT 5.0d - M 5. Run','FEMFAT 5.0d - M 6. Run', 
'FEMFAT 5.0d - M 7. Run','FEMFAT 5.0d - M 8. Run','FEMFAT 5.0d - M 9. Run','FEMFAT 5.0d 
- M 10. Run','FEMFAT 5.0d - M 11. Run','FEMFAT 5.0d - M 12. Run','FEMFAT 5.0d - M 13. 
Run', 
'FEMFAT Results - 1. Run','FEMFAT Results - 2. Run','FEMFAT Results - 3. Run','FEMFAT 
Results - 4. Run','FEMFAT Results - 8. Run'] 
Path_file='FEMFAT/FEMFAT21.odb' 
VarName=['Ref','1-2-3-4-5-6','1-3-5/2-4-6','1-3-5','2-4-6','1-4','2-5','3-
6','1/2','2/3','3/4','4/5','5/6','1/2/3','2/3/4','3/4/5','4/5/6','1-4/2-5/3-6'] 
SF=1 
 
 
k=-1 
ref=[] 
 
for i in Load_steps: 
    k+=1 
    print i 
    myodb = openOdb(path=Path_file, readOnly=False)                                      
# odb 
    myOdbInstance = myodb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'] 
    field = myodb.steps[Load_steps[k]].frames[0].fieldOutputs['Endure_SF_A']             
# FieldOutput 
    values=field.values                                                                             
# FieldValueArray 
 
 
    Endure_SF = [] 
    Node_label = [] 
    Calc=[] 
    Calc_2=[] 
     
    kk=-1 
    for value in values: 
        kk+=1 
        N=int(value.nodeLabel) 
        Node_label.append(N) 
        E=value.data 
        if SF > E: 
            if k==0: 
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                ref.append(E) 
            Calc.append(tuple([abs(E/ref[kk]-1)*100])) 
            Calc_2.append(tuple([(E/ref[kk]-1)*100])) 
            Endure_SF.append(tuple([E])) 
        else: 
            Endure_SF.append(tuple([SF])) 
            if k==0: 
                ref.append(SF) 
            Calc.append(tuple([abs(SF/ref[kk]-1)*100])) 
            Calc_2.append(tuple([abs(SF/ref[kk]-1)*100])) 
         
    Endure_SF=tuple(Endure_SF) 
    Node_label=tuple(Node_label) 
    Calc=tuple(Calc) 
    Calc_2=tuple(Calc_2) 
    scratchOdbObj=session.ScratchOdb(odb=myodb)                                                                     
# ScratchOdb 
    if not session.scratchOdbs[Path_file].steps.has_key('Session Step'): 
        scratchStep=scratchOdbObj.Step(name='Session 
Step',description='Endure_SF_A',domain=TIME, timePeriod=1)         # scratchStep 
        scratchFrame=scratchStep.Frame(description='My Frame',frameId=0, frameValue=0)                        
# scratchFrame 
    else: 
        scratchStep=scratchOdbObj.steps['Session Step'] 
        scratchFrame=scratchStep.Frame(description=VarName[k],frameId=0, frameValue=0)                        
# scratchFrame 
 
    
myFieldOutput=scratchFrame.FieldOutput(name='Endure_SF_A',description='Endure_SF_A',typ
e=SCALAR)                      # scratchField 
     
    myFieldOutput.addData(position=NODAL, instance=myOdbInstance, labels=Node_label, 
data=Endure_SF)  
 
 
    myFieldOutput=scratchFrame.FieldOutput(name='abs(diff in %)',description='abs(diff 
in %)',type=SCALAR)                      # scratchField 
     
    myFieldOutput.addData(position=NODAL, instance=myOdbInstance, labels=Node_label, 
data=Calc)  
     
    myFieldOutput=scratchFrame.FieldOutput(name='diff in %',description='diff 
in %',type=SCALAR)                      # scratchField 
     
    myFieldOutput.addData(position=NODAL, instance=myOdbInstance, labels=Node_label, 
data=Calc_2)  
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o3 = session.odbs['C:/Temp/FEMFAT/FEMFAT21.odb'] 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].setValues(displayedObject=o3) 
leaf = dgo.LeafFromElementSets(elementSets=('PART-1-1.HUVUD', )) 
dg = session.DisplayGroup(leaf=leaf, name='DisplayGroup-3') 
dg1= session.displayGroups['DisplayGroup-3'] 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].odbDisplay.setValues(visibleDisplayGroups=( 
    dg1, )) 
 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].odbDisplay.display.setValues(plotState=( 
    CONTOURS_ON_UNDEF, )) 
 
session.Spectrum(name="Spectrum-comp", colors =('#CCCCCC', '#0000FF', '#005CFF',  
    '#00B9FF', '#00FFE7', '#00FF8B', '#00FF2E', '#2EFF00', '#8BFF00',  
    '#E7FF00', '#FFB900', '#FF5C00', '#FF0000', )) 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].odbDisplay.contourOptions.setValues( 
    spectrum='Spectrum-comp') 
 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].viewportAnnotationOptions.setValues( 
    legendNumberFormat=FIXED) 
 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].viewportAnnotationOptions.setValues( 
    legendFont='-*-verdana-medium-r-normal-*-*-160-*-*-p-*-*-*') 
 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].view.setProjection(projection=PARALLEL) 
 
del session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].odbDisplay.viewCuts['Cut-4'] 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].odbDisplay.ViewCut(name='Cut-4', shape=PLANE, 
origin=(0, 0, -50), normal=(0, 0, 1), axis2=(0, 0, 1)) 
     
del session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].odbDisplay.viewCuts['Cut-5']     
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].odbDisplay.ViewCut(name='Cut-5', shape=PLANE, 
origin=(0., 0., -50.), normal=(0, 0, -1), axis2=(0, 0, 1)) 
 
print 'klar' 
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